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DIFFERENTIAL CHANGES IN THE LERO::; OF POLYNOMIAL OPERATORS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Natural phenomena are often described by polynomial

equations, by polynomial operator equations or by sys-

tems of these equations. Frequently, however, the

solutions of these equations or systems are either in-
convenient or impossible to find by rational operations.
In such cases it is common procedure to alter the coef-
ficients slightly to allow a solution by radicals or to
facilitate an iterative technique. It is thus of con-
siderable practical importance to estimate the solution
variations induced by small changes in the coefficients.
To be useful such estimates must be easy to find; an ex-
pression of the solution variations as a linear function
of the coefficient changes would be most desirable. The

main result of this thesis is the development of just such
a linear expression valid for polynomials over the com-

plex field, for polynomial operator equations in Banach
space, and for systems of these equations. An observa-

tion crucial to this development is that a polynomial
expression over the complex field may be treated as a
function of its coefficients as well as of its inde-
terminate. This approach to polynomial equations is



(3)
il

...t )X(t ofpX(t

dti..dti = y(s)

in the unknown x(s). In fact Schmeidler [19,20] has

given the name "algebraic integral equations" to this

class in two papers investigating conditions for the

existence of a positive continuous solution to (3).

Systems nicSt of k equations of degree n in

1, unknowns must also be studied, for either of (1)

or (2) may be described as the specialization n

The notation is

2

emphasized by writing them in the form

P(x;an,..,a0) = ár X' o 0.

A natural generalization of equation (1) iis the
polynomial operator equation in Banach space

P(x;An,.. 'Arad = Ax ow, Aix

Here a is a known and x an unknown element of the

function space; the Ai, appropriately

chosen multilinear operators.

Important classes of functional equattons in B nach

space may be written in the polynomial operator form

(2). An example is the class of nonlinear integral equa-
tions of the for



(4) 1
= p

n

, express in terms of these coef-

The symbo 1 11 also denote the operator

P(x A . A an'" 1° o

The following three Problems arise naturally from
a consideration of the above discussion; solutions for
each of them are proposed in this thesis.
(i) For given changes in the coefficients of equations

of form1n 1

ficient variations the corresponding changes in
the roots.

(ii't) For given changes in the coefficients of equation
1of form'S express in terms of the norn 1

the corresponding changes in the roots.
(iii) Generalize Problems (i) and (ii) to apply to sys-

tems of the form 1151, when k and t are equal

and greater than one. Systems where k=nattag2 will

receive particular attention.
It is implicit in Problem (i) that the zeros of a

polynomial must be continuous functions of the coeffi-
cients over some suitably small region. This result seem
to have been published first by Weber 123,p.132-137).

Many other proofs have appeared subsequently, including
those of Coolidge [4,Pp.116-118 Maluski (15Pp.33-573,



Van der Waerden [22,p.48], Ostrowski L16,pp.125-129],

Kneser 11,pp.125-129], Iglisch [9,pp.520-521], and
Trampus [21,p.29].

Of these proofs, however, only the one by Ostrowski
L16,pp.125-129] seems to afford a reasonably direct solu-

tion to Problem (1). This result expresses a bound on

the magnitudes of the solution variations as a function
only of the changes in the coefficients The solutions

of (1), therefore, need never be found when using this
method.

The Ostrowski result has some disadvantages; the

bound obtained is not always precise, and the coefficient
changes appear nonlinearly in an expression which is not
too convenient for computation. The computational details

are discussed at greater length in Example 3 of Chapter IV.

The main limitation in the Ostrowski result, however,
is that its solution to Problem (i) does not seem to ex-
tend to Problems (ii) or (iii)

The solution of Problem (i) through the use of
differentials is proposed in this thesis. For poly-

nomial equations such as (1) the differential estimate
is given by the inequali

(5) Id

4
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Unlike the Ostrowski solution, this result has the
serious disadvantage of requiring the solutions of 1)

to be known or estimated.

An attractive feature of the solution (5) is the
linearity of the expression for the maximum change in
the coefficients. Thus the approach by differentials
linearizes the relationship between the changes in the
roots and coefficients of ( ) even though the roots them-
selves generally are not at all linear functions of the
coefficients.

As the n-linear operators of problem (ii) essen.
tially incorporate the concept of function, it is natural
to ask whether there exists an extended notion of deriva-
tive applicable to these operators. Should such a con-

cept be available, a solution to Problem (i') analogous

to differential estimate (5) would then seem feasible.
The required extension is indeed at hand in the form o
the Frechet differential [6.pp.293 323].

This differential is one of several known general-
ize ions of the differential of classical analysis to
abstract function spaces. The Frechet derivative will
be defined in Chapter II, and several rules for this kind
of generalized differentiation will be given; examples
appear in Chapters III and IV.

It is to be expected, therefore, that the solution



of Problem (ii) will take the form of a generalization

of (5). A generalization I I is a
quired. In obtaining this solution the expression
called the norm of x , is a real valued function of
vector x and is discussed in Chapter II.

The solution to Problem (ii), formally like solution
of Problem (i), can thus be written in the form

and lix11

Px(x;An.wr o)

and the general comments pertaining to solution (5) mmay

also be applied here.
In this case, however, the coefficients Alt... An

are n-linear operators; the unknown x represents an

-t-component vector x = (Cp.. and all operations

are carried out over an t,-dimensional vector space.

Familiar expressions for the real function Ilxil can

now be stated; these include Maximum

2.

Solution (6) accordingly permits two InterpretatIons.
Firstly, (6) bounds Ildx1I which can thus be inter-

preted, for example, as maximum Idtil. On the other

hand, equations involving such expressions as dx must



obtain componentwise as in (cKi

The observation that expression (6) may be written
componentwise is crucial to finding a solution to Prob-
lem (iii). The key step in obtaining this solution is
recognizing that the problems are really equivalent be-
cause one equation in an tcomponent vector is equiva-
lent to t component equations. A system of

equations may thus be written as one vector equation over
an ,-dimensional space by introducing suitably constructed
roginear coefficient operators. Each of the components

of the tcomponent solution vector will be one of the 4,

unknowns of 11.(1S,t Because of this equivalence of the
problems, solution (6) will apply verbatim.

Chapter IV contains three examples of applications
of the results of this thesis; there is one example for
each problem. The example for Problem (iii) is the solu-
tion of a system of two quadratic equations in two unknowns.

A system 2S of two quadratic operator equations in2 2
the two unknowns and n may be written in the form

(7)

For a suitably constructed bilinear operator B and a



suitably constructed linear operator L, this system may

be written in the form

(8) Bxx + Lx +y=o,
where xmi(C01) and y=(a0b0) . Solution (6) now applies

verbatim to (8), and the bounds on 1d41 and Idril may

then be found by the methods shown in Chapter IV for

separating components.

The n-linear operators themselves have not been de-
'

scribed; the details of their construction are presented
in later chapters. Generally speaking, however, for

finite dimensional spaces an n-linear operator is a sort

of generalized matrix; for ihfinite dimensional spaces
the operators are integrals.

The example demonstrating Problem (ii) is an equa-

tion on an infinite dimensional space whose coefficient

operators are integrals.

The equation studied, a special case of type (2),

is an integral equation obtained by Ambarzumian and

Chandrasekhar in the study of radiative transfer

H 1
+ 7 x(s) t)dt

where
Ho is a parameter called the albedo. A real

solution x(s), 0<s<1, is sought for all values of
H between 0 and 1 inclusive. Equation (9) may be

written in a polynomial operator form



P(x;A2,A1 )

where I is the identity linear operator, 1 is the
constant function on 10,1], and the bilinear operator
B is defined by

Bxy y(s) fo x(t)dt.

Solution (6), when applied to (10) takes the form

2

lidxII II( 213x) II I I

i=1

ax umn dill IldB11, I dll

The details of the interpretation of this solution appear
in Chapter IV.

The thesis closes with an example pertinent to Prob-
lem (i). Included are the applications to a polynomial
over the real numbers of solution (5), of the Ostrowski
solution to Problem (i), and of a solution based on a
constructive proof of Weber's theorem on the continuity
of the zeros. This latter result is obtained as Theorem
2.1 of Chapter II.

9



CHAPT

DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS BASIC TO THE THESIS

F( z)

be a polynomial of degree n whose jth zero has inul

plicity mj. Suppose now that a new polynomial H(z),

which may be defined by

1

H(z) = ei)

is formed through changing by the first

10

An analysis of e proposition that he zeros of a
polynomial are continuous functions of its coefficients
is fundamental to an understanding of Problem (i). A

proof of this proposition may be based on the following
theorem. Rouche Theorem: If f(z) and g(z) are func-
tions of a complex variable analytic within and on a
closed contour C and if Ig(z)1 < )1 on C,

then f(z) and h(z) f(z) + g(z) have within C the

same number of zeros ,p.538).
It is convenient to precede a formal statement

the proposition on continuity of the zeros with some
notation and discussion. Thus let



coefficients
H(z) = z)

where G(z)

Then clearly

0 < pk Min
(j

mum lzk
k)

11

G(z) Ok, where Ok (pk
3=0

Consider now the root and

so choose the distance p that

Here j runs over the remaining roots; Op j-1,....
k-1, k+1,...,n-1. Now let denote a ere drawn

in the complex plane with center at ik and with radius

Pk; this circle includes no zeros of F(z) except 'lc

Thus if zk has multiplicity mk, then there are pri

cisely m roots Ek f F(z) = 0 within circle rk .

With the preceding notation, a proposition of continuity
of the zeros may be stated as follows.

Theorem 2.1. There is an e > 0 such that
< e for i=o, .,n-1 then F(z) and H(z) have

the same number m of zeros in circle rk .

Proof: On rk polynomial G(z) has the property

that



To see this note that if

IG(z)

Thus

(13) IA( )1

F(z)

so that

n-1
where IA(z

Now the maximum modulus theorem of analytic func-

tion theory implies that IA(z)I defined over the re-

gion interior to rk and on the boundary, can take its

maximum only on the boundary rk A bound for IA(z)1

will thus follow from a bound on rk for IzI this

surely lzkl + pk, as is the center of

(Pk 4' lzkl

$o that in and on the circle r

F(z) however, is never zero on

a (z- )111

j+k

Now by hypothesis z z pk, the radius of

moreover, by the triangle inequality,

lzk-zil < pk + lz
z

< e then

7
6n-1n-1' ellA(z)

for

12



Consequently,

m,
(14 ) IF( z)\ 1 un I pk

Accordingly

(15) IG(z)I < IF

The conclusion now is that on ric

\G(z)1 < Ok while 1F(z

z) on r when

>0

13

On identification in Rouche's theorem of F,G, and

respectively with f,g, and h it follows that this
theorem obtains and consequently that F(z) and H(z)

have within rk the same number of zeros.

The construction of may be further clarified
by reference to Example 3 of Chapter IV.

The principal results of this thesis obtain in
abstract function space; accordingly, a discussion of
the properties of these spaces and of related concepts
seems appropriate. As function spaces are, first of all,

topological spaces, it is essential to see just what
topological properties characterize the spaces to be
considered.

Following are some topological definitions and re -
suits 15;pp.1-66] which are required in analyzing the

spaces of this thesis.

Definition 2.1 A family J of subsets of a set S



is called a topology in S if J contains the empty

set 0 , the set S, the union of every subfamily of

J, and the intersection of all finite subfamilies of J.

Definition 2.2. A family p of subsets of S

said to be a base for J if p C J and if every set

in J is the union of some subfamily of D

For example, the usual topology on the real line is

the topology on (-a:ye) which has as a base all open

intervals (a,b) where a and b are arbitrary real
numbers; the topology of the extended real numbers has

for its base the sets (a,b), and (b ]

Definition 2.3. The pair (S,J) is called a toPo

logical law to simplify notation in the sequel the

space will be written S with the topology J under-

stood but not listed.
Definition 2.4. A neighborhood of a point (element)

p in S is a member of J. The members of J are

commonly called the open sets of S; a closed set is

one whose complement is open. The closure A of set
A is the intersection of all closed sets containing A.

Definition 2.5. The Cartesian product of rt spaces

...,Sn is the set Xn of ordered n-tuples (si,
s s ) defined by

X = [(s )
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The more general definitions required for the product

of infinitely many spaces will not be required for this

thesis.

Definition 2.6. Let S be a set and p a real

function on SxS with the properties:

p(x,y) 0,

p(x,y) = 0 if and only if x = y

p(x,y) = p(y,x), and

p(x,y) < p(x,z) P(z.Y)

Then p is called a metric or a metric function in S.

Definition 2.7. Sets of the form
N(x e) = [ylp(x,y) < e I

are called spheres in S; the sphere N(x,e) has

center at x, radius e. The metric topoloqv in S

is the smallest topology containing the spheres; the
spheres N(x) form its base.

The set S with its metric topology .1 is called
a metric space. S is said to be metrizabje if there
exists a metric function whose topology is the same as
the original topology.

Definition 2.8. A sequence ixnj in a topological

space is said to converge to a point x in the space
if every neighborhood of x contains all but a finite

number of the points xn. The notation is xn-4, x or



lim xn = x; a sequence is called convergent
n-40,

for some x. A sequence txn] in a metric space is a
Cauchy sequence if lim p ,xn = 0; a metric space

1-1-480

in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent is called
complete.

Definition 2.9. If (S,J) and (T,J2) are topo-
logical spaces and f:S-4T is a mapping on S to T,

then mapping f is continuous if rl(A)eJ for every
A in J1. It can be shown [5,p,203 that a mapping f

between metric spaces in continuous at point x if and
only if

txn] x implies ftxn f(x).

Definition 2.10. A linear topological space, is a
topological space the elements of which also satisfy
the requirements for a linsiL ,space.

Definition 2.11. A set S is called a complex
linear space if for every pair x and y in

there exist two uniquely defined operations. These are
an addition such that xeyeS implies (x+y)eS, and a

multiplication by complex numbers X such that xeS

implies XxeS for all complex numbers X. The following
rules obtain for these operations:

1. x + y = y x,
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(x y) +z=x+ y+ z
x+y=x+z implies
X(x +y) * Ax+A y,
((q) x = (rix), and

(1)x x x.
On the basis of (2.11) it is possible to obtain such

results as the existence of an (unique) element o c

such that for complex number 0 the rule (0)x = o

obtains.

Definition 2.12. A complex linear space S is called

a complex normed linear space if to every element x E S

there corresponds a non negative real number, the norm

of x, denoted by 11x11, such that:

ItAxil IXI 11x11 for complex number

11x Y11 x11 11Y11, and

11x11 = 0 and only if x

The relation between a normed linear space and a

linear topological space may be expressed in terms of

the following relation between the metric and the norm.

Definition 2.13. A metric p in space S may be

defined in terms of the norm according to the equation

p(x y) = p(x y 0) I Y11.

for the properties required to make a metric from

Ilx-Y11 may be deduced from 2.12 [5,p.59]

The metric topology, or norm topology, or strong
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topology is the smallest topology containing the spheres
defined by the metric induced by the norm. A normed

linear space is thus a linear topological space with the
norm topology.

Definition 2.14. A complete normed linear space is

called a Banach ,space. The implication in this defini-
tion is that the linear space is metrizable and thus com-
plete in the norm topology. Convergence in this topo-

logy is called strong convergence; only strong convergence
will be considered in this thesis.

As the function spaces of this thesis are Banach
spaces, it seems appropriate at this point to give a

topological characterization of these spaces. To this

end a few more topological ideas will be introduced.
Definition 2.15. A topological space S is a

Hausdorff space if sets consisting of single points are
closed and if for every pair of distinct points x and

y there are discrete neighborhoods of x and y. An

important feature of this property is that it insures
that a convergent sequence will not converge to different
limit points 15,p4,27].

Definition 2.16. A covering of a set A in S is
a family of open sets whose union contains A. S is

said to be compact if every covering of S contains a

finite subset which is also a covering.
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A compact metric space is complete 15,p.23), and a

continuous real function on a compact space 15,p,18)
attains its supremum and infimum.

Definition 2.17. A set A is dense in a topological
space S if its closure X = S; a space is separable
if it contains a countable, dense set.

The rational numbers are dense in the real number
for example, because every real number is a rational
number or a limit point of a sequence of rationale. The

real numbers with their topology of open intervals con-
stitute a separable metric space.

With these additional topological concepts it
possible to state results which allow a topological
characterization of Banach spaces.

It may be shown 15,p.21) that if a topological space
has a countable base, it is separable, and that a separable
metric spice has a countable base. Moreover, a compact

space is complete and separable 15,p.23). Finally, a
necessary and sufficient condition that a compact Haus-
dorff space be metrizable is that it have a countable
base 15,p 24]. These results, which imply the equiva-
lence for metric spaces of the Heine-Borel and Bolzano,-

Weierstrass theorems allow the following definition.
Definition 2.18. A Banach space S is a normed

linear space which as a topological space is compact
Hausdorff and has a countable base.



or by
Iiix,y)11 Maximum (

IlLx,y7II = H jxjIP + IYIIP11/

is equivalent to the metric of the product topology

20

Under these hypotheses S will be metrizable, with
metric induced by the norm and, as a compact metric
space will be separable and complete in the norm topo-
logy. The base for this topology will be the spheres
(definition 2.7) defined by the metric.

A Cartesian product of a countable number of spaces

meeting the topological hypotheses of 2.18 will also
meet these requirements I5 p.32]. The countable Carte-

sian product of linear topological spaces is a linear
topological space, but in general the product of Banach
spaces is a Banach space only for a finite product [5,P.89)

The question of how to define the norm of a product
space arises. Thus let S1 and S be two topological
linear spaces over a field C of scalars; the product
space S1 x S2 is a linear topological space in the

product topology [5 p.89], and if Si and S are2

Banach spaces the product space is a Banach space under
either of the following norms.

The metric induced by either the norm
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15,p.89]. The extension for a Cartesian product of a

finite number n of spaces is immediate.

Definition 2.19. An operation P from space S to
space T is a set of ordered pairs (s t) of elements
sES and teT such that there exists an (s,t)EP for
all seS, and if (s,tleP for given seS then

(s,t1)0 if t1 t. The statement (s,t)EP is sym-

bolized by writing t = Ps, where P is called an
operator on S to T. When S = T, P is said to be an
Operator in

Examples of operators in a space S are the identity
operator I defined by Is = s, for all seS, and the

null operator 0 defined by Os = o for all seS.
Definition 2.20. A linar operator L in S is

a single valued map of S into itself where L has the

following properties.

L is additive; L( = L(s)+L(t) for s,teS.
L is continuous; srsik o as n-we implies

IlLsn-Ls11-40 as n.449

L is homogeneous; L(Xs) XL(s) for all
complex numbers X.

Moreover, an additive and continuous operator is

bounded [8,p.16]; that is,

there exists a non negative real number, often
t en M, such that



no
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n for the existence
-1for which P

!IL 11 < MIls11 for all seS.

Definition 2.21. The norm of an operator L is de-
fined by

IILII = greatest lower bound [MI IlLs 1 < MI III
for all seS

so that

IILI

or all seS.

If P and Q are linear operators in space S,

their sum (P+Q) and product (PQ ) are again linear
operators in S and 1114QII < II II II and

IIPQI).s 1101 13,P.194].
finition 2.22. If there exists a linear operator

A in S such that given linear operator L in

AL LA = I, then the A is denoted by A = 1 and

called the inverse of L.

A necessary and sufficient condi
of L4 is that there exist a linear
exists and such that III - PLII < 1 [18,p.979]. In

particular, for linear operator K with M(K) IIKII < 1

it follows [18,p.979] that the operator Q = I K has

the unique inverse

and that



With the preceding definitions of the norm and sum

of linear operators and of multiplication by scalar
the collection of all linear operators in S forms a
Banach space (8,pp 32-3 ). This space will be denoted

by the symbol Si.

The foregoing definitions extend easily to include
linear operators which map a given Banach space S into

a second Banach space T, and all theorems are valid
also for the new definition of an operator. The collec-.

tion of all linear operators from S to T is a Banach

space which will be denoted (S T); this will be written
Si when S = T. In particular, if T is the space of
all real numbers, then a linear operator from S to T

is called a functional.
Definition 2.23. A bilinear 2perator B in a space

S is a linear operator from S to Si that is

Bsc S for each (17,p.51 and the linear operator

Bs is uniquely defined in Si

Thus for all teS, it follows that
Bst = (Bs)t Lt = r

is a uniquely defined element of S. Thus a bilinear
operator B defines a correspondence between every

ordered pair (s,t) of elements of S and a unique

23



bilinear operator-pera or

elementelement r of S. The following rules for this co

respondence may be found. As Bs is linear,
Bs(t+r) Bst + Bsr,
and as B is bilinear,
Bst + Bsr = B(st + sr).

Both B and Bs are homogeneous, so for

and p it follows that,
B( ) t Bat.

Moreover, the operators B and Bs are bounded, hence

from Definition 2.21,

IlBst11 < 11/3s11 tItIIIIB11 flail 1

The space of all bilinear operators mapping S into

will be denoted by S2

Definition 2.24. Associated with every bilinear

operator B in S are the bilinear operators B*

called the ,permutation of 13, and B called the mean

of B which are defined respectively for all s and

t in S by

Best = Bts. and

Ust [Bs + B
{13 +

st

A bilinear operator B is said to be symmetric when

B zB

Following the pattern set by the definition of the

all n

24

one can give he following



definition of an inear operator Lni

Definition 2.25. An m-linear operator L e S

m-1is a linear operator mapping S to S where

is the space of all (m-l)-linear operators kn S.

Thus Lm(s,,sk) is an (m-k)-linear operator if

and an element of S if k = m. An inductive

argument shows that the operator Lm is additive, homo-

geneous, continuous in each argument (that is in the
position of each s ) and bounded. The notation

1,..s is not intended to indicate multiplication

of the generally, the elements

commute.

Accordingly, it is natural to give the followin

definition of the permutation operators Ll

Definition 2.26. The ( i) linear operator

has the property that

(sl... ) ismsj+1

The operator Lm is called symmetric, when j

all j such that 1 <

observe that

or not [10 p.137

Equations for which

do not

25

It is worthwhile to
whether Lm is symme

will occur



in the sequel. For these cases the notation will be
shortened to read Lms]...sk Lms where s is the

common element. The n-linear zero operators for which

LmSlesSm= 0 for all sj in S will be denoted by 0.

The preceding discussion of linear operators invites
questions on the representation of these operators. The

general result for linear operators is that every bound-
ed linear operator may be represented by a matrix [7.10.23]

which will have a finite or infinite number of rows de-
pending on the dimensionality of the space. In the case
of infinite dimensionality the representation may be
expressed equivalently by integrals.

This follows from the fact (13,p.205] that, under
suitable assumptions, there is an equivalence between
the Fredholm equation

x(s) 0 K(s,t)x(t)dt = y( s)

and the infinite system of equations

OD

(i = 1,2,..

This situation suggests that an n-linear operator
on a finite dimensional space might then be represented

26



-71122

1121

,8222
If/

a221

111 all2

a211 a212

The linear operator Bx will then be represented by

27

by some n dimensional generalization of the matrix,

for infinite dimensional spaces a representation by

multiple integrals is to be expected.

This generalization will be clarified by an analysis

of the situation for specific examples of bilinear

operators. Consider, for example, a bilinear operation

B from En to Em with norm 11x11 Ims max The
(i)

operation y = Bxxi then takes the form

Yk
i.

aijk ti(j k

where B is a three dimensional matrix (aijk). It

follows that B must be such a matrix from the re-

quirement that Bx be an ordinary two dimensional

matrix in order that it be a linear operator (matrix)
operating on x .

In particular, suppose that x = (( that

al21 a122)

8221 8222

x' = (j ), and that B is represented by



Bx =

a matrix formed by the product

which i

(Bx)x' =

[8111 4112

\42ll 4212

8121 8122\ (

8221 8222 / 2

4211

( 2

Her qk is defined in terms of sums which repre-

sent the "row by column" rule of matrix multiplication,
according to

2 2

qk = 1,4 4 4ijk i i ' 1,2

An example of the representation of a bilinear oper
tion on an infinite dimensional space is the integral
operation

y( s 0 K(s,t,h) x ( h)dtdh.

Thus the element of is obtained from y = (Bx)xl

28

1242) 41 (4121 a1222) 42

1242) 41 (8221 a2222) 42

(

411

a2

+ a1122

a2122

a1212

a2211 422242

a1222

)



that for
IIP(

Ax I I < r,
+ Ax) - P( x0

where lm (p) o. Pt(
P-to

Frechet derivative of (x)

0)43(11

called the first

29

The domain and range of this bilinear operation is the
set of all functions continuous on Cool] with the norm
given by Ilx(s)11 Max lx(s)1

o<s<1

The extensions to (n+11-dimensional matrices and to

integrals in n variables follow the above examples.

Further discussion and examples may be found in the artic

by Kantorovich [10 pp.130-1651

The n-linear operators are functions, and so it is
natural to seek an extended notion of derivative which
might apply to them. To introduce this extension, called
the Frechet derivative, it is appropriate to recall Def-
ini ions 2.4 and 2.7. Thus a neighborhood N(x ) of

the point xo is the set of all x satisfying
Ilx x < 6, for b o. Now let P(x) be a single
valued mapping of space S into T defined for all
points in some neighborhood Nb(x0).

Definition 2.27. An operation ) is said to be
Frechet differentiable at x if there exists an unique
linear operator p'(x0) and an r o<r<b such



lip(n)(x+Ax)

P'(x)

30

It is reasonably easy to see how the generalizations
to derivatives of higher order sh uld go. Thus assu

that the nth Frechet derivative o P(x) exists in some

neighborhood N(xo,b). If there

tn+U-linear operator P114.1(x )

sts an unique

which

0)Ax11511/1x1 I

then P xon+1( ) is called the (n t Frechet derive-

tive of P(x) at xo

The fact that the n Frechet derivative is an
n-1 near operator is to be emphasized. This fact is
the basis for the investigations of Chapters 3 and 4.

It may be shown that if P( x) Lax, where Li

is a linear operator, then P'(x) 1 and the second

and higher derivatives are zero. More generally, if

Pk( x) is the k-linear zero operator, hen f P( x)

= LX it follows that

and Pm 1(x) = 0.
k=

Theorems analogous to those for real variables may

be derived for Frechet derivatives [ 0,p. 60]. A few of

these will be listed informally.
Definition 2.28. The Frechet different,t4 of an

operator P(x) will be denoted dP( ), and is defined

Ax



by the equation

dP(x) P (x)4x.
The notation Pqx )Ax is understood to mean that

linear operator P'(x) is operating on element Ax of

the space S, to give another element dP.

More generally, the nth Frechet differential may be
defined by the equation

dnP(x) = Pn(x)(4x)n
Theorem: The following rules obtain for Frechet deriva-
tives,

The derivative of a constant operation is null.
The derivative of a linear operation is the
operation itself.

) Given that P and Q are differentiable
x, the derivative of the sum operation
y = (P+000 is the sum of the derivatives of
the operations P(x) and Q(x).

Given that z = Qy and y = Px are differen-
tiable operations at y and x respectively,
the Frechet derivative of the product opera*
tion z = (QP) is Q (P) P'(x)

(v) Given a bilinear operation y 8x1x2 on

SxS to T, the Frechet differential is
Bx1Ax2 + Bx2Ax1 and the derivative i

) + Bx2( )

31
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It is emphasized that the derivative is an operator
in S1 while the differential is an element (operator)
in S.

Let yl = Hx and y2 = Gx be two d fferen-
tiable operations at x. If y = 13)(1)(2 is

a bilinear operation from SxS to T, then

the Frechet differential is
dB iy2 = B(H(x))(G'Ax) + B(Gx)(H'Ax).

Let y = be an n-linear opera-
" n places

tion on S to T. is differentiable

at x then

dL = L1 x...xAx + L2 x..xAx + L x..xAxn n n-1 n n-1 n n-1

If Ln is a symmetric operator, or if the elements
x are equal, the specialization is dL = nLn x...xAx

n-1

It seems appropriate to conclude this chapter with
three brief examples of Banach spaces; they are chosen

because of their cle e relation to the investigations of
the sequel.

Example 1. Let Banach space S be the set of all
complex numbers with lisll = 1st for seS. Then S

is a complete, normed linear space having the set of all
open circles for the base of its topology. Polynomial

expressions over S are a type of n-linear operator,



for L s

I IL1 II MaxImum

211 asl k. Clearly las

ii

',Ski

33

the nlinear operators are the n+l dimensional matrices

(4iik

To see how to find the norm of an nlinear operator
of this type, consider for example, the bilinear operator

2xy. Since L2x is a linear operator L operating

lal skl so I. Also Ln is symmetrical.

Example 2. Let En = ...an) j is a real num-

ber), where addition and multiplication by scalars are
defined componentwise in the manner usual for vectors.
Vector x in E is then written x = and

with

= Maximum la
1<jn

it follows that En forms a Banach space. For this
space a base for the metric topology is the set of all
open spheres (definition 2.7) of the form N(x, )

fylp(x,y) < 0 for fixed vector x and arbitrary
vector y in E. The metric P(xor) induced by the

norm is the maximum absolute value of the component

differences.
A linear operator L is the matrix with



on

L (xy)li 'IL2

(10,p 155-150 where

is defined by
Ln(fl. fn)

( fk k

n I

Max iinu
o<s 1

above. More generally, the norm of an nlinear operator

Ln(xl,...,xn is bounded by the norm of the linear

atrix operator Ln(xl ) and the norm of xn

Example 3. To see an example of an infinite dirnen-

sional space with n-1 near operators represented by

repeated integrals consider

S = [f(s)If(s) is a continuous real function with

o < s < 1

< I, and if Lnf .fn

(s)k+1

SO.

the matrix nor

3.

o I

then L is an n 1 near operator and

K S; t1 11'4,1r

axim I (s)I Ban hWhen then
o<s<1

space. If now Kn 't continuous in the

k-dimensional cube o <

(s .0t ) ...dtk.



(16)

CHAPTER III

THE DIFFERaNTIAL CHANGES IN THE Z

Solutions for Problems (i), (ii) and (iii) of page
3 are proposed in this chapter. Consideration of the ex-

amples of pages 33-34 shows that these problems are not

essentially different for solving them depends on inve

ti gating the equation

Here t is a known and s an unknown element of St

and the i-linear symmetric operators Li are assumed

given. Thus an inquiry into these problems through their
formulation (16) is at once a study of the rational inte-
gral equation of complex nmber space, of the nonlinear
integral equation (3), and of the system of nonlinear
algebraic equations obtained on replacing with sums the
integrals of (3).

For Problem (i) the operators L of (16) are the

complex coefficients ai; some preliminaries to the solu-

tion of Problem (i) are contained in the following defini-
tions and results.

Definition 3.1. The n 4. 2 dimensional vectors x

and y will be defined by

7 = (s, ao), and

35
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,bn,.. ,b0

Definition 3.2. The polynomials

= P(aia ""ao

and 70.x) dP differential of P

will be considered as functions of the 2 variables
comprising the components respectively of the vectors
7 and y

The conditions under which the differential Q of

P(x) exists at are given in the following definition
which applies not only to polynomials but also to real-
valued functions generally.

Definition 3.3. Let f be a realvalued function
defined on an open set S in

En
is said to have a differential at if there exists
another function df which satisfies the following
conditions (1,p.107]

(i) df is a real-valued function of two +2...d en-

siona]. variables x and h. and the function
values denoted by df(x,E) are defined for the
given point ic in S and for every point h

in En. If = (x0,...,xn+1) then IT would

and let xeS Then

36



(17) df

These results make clear te existence of the differen-
tials of polynomials. Moreover, if y is in N()
surely the components s and u ofx and y are in
N(7); thus the zeros u of P(y) and s of P(x) lie
within a neighborhood N( s) in agreement with Theorem

2.1.

Theorem 3.1 s be a zero. of and u a

zero of P(V). Then IdP(7,7-7)1 < E for every E 0.
,jrnfr Polynomial dP(7,y-x) exists. Thus by Defi

nitjon3.3, for every e o and neighborhood N(),7

be written MOW

xn+1) 37

(ii) df is lines in that is
df(x,aFfPhs) ad .F) + ficif(x,Et

For every e > o , there exists a neighbor-
hood N(x) such that y in N(x) implies,

Y

If() - f(;) - df(6-) < e

It may be shown ( ,pp.107-120] that df is unique;
that it exists whenever each of the partial derivatives

Dkf() exists and is continuous, and that in terms of
these



in implies that

(18) 1NY ( < t 17-71 .

Here
n+1

4*.1 lenk)2 1/2k=o (Yx

IV-1 < n[maximumjyk-xkli

so that

38

The theorem may be proved by induction. Thus for

Moreover, by hypothesis, P( ) y)

so that (17) becomes

(19) - dP(7,37-7) I < 6 [Maxi u

Now maximum [lyk-xkl) is clearly bounded since the changes

made in the roots and in the zeros by forming P(y) from

P(7) are bounded by hypothesis and by Theorem 2.1. Thus

for every c o, it follows that the differential is
less than E.1

The following theorem gives the connection between the
differential dP(7,37-7) and the increment ANP(7,3;-.17)

qheerem-3v24 Let AP(x0i747) = P(Y). P(x). Then

AP(7,7-;) = dP(x,y-x) + o(Maximum lyk-xkl)

Proof: Denote the components yk-xk = k for

k * and yk-xk6 for k = n+1, so that the

changes in the coefficients are ck and in the zeros are

b.



n=1 P(x) is he linear equation als a0- 0, and

this changes to P(y) (al+el)(s + o.

Then by inspection it is clear that
AP(s0,e1) ( + gib dP( Otto)

+ otMaximum (61,0]

Assume now that for n = h it is true that
1h(s0,c0.....Ek) = dP(s0,60 k)+ o(Max(Ne vel)]

Then consider the difference of two polynomials,

Ph+1(Y) and Ph+1 ) of degree h+1

APh+1 =

or

But expanding

h+1
(

sh+

because

ah+1 h 1)

That is,
AP =

h+ 1=d h+1

) Ph+

6, co,

(ah+1

+ APh

(s+

by the binomial theorem gives
h-i i+1C s bh 1

+ otmaximumb00,. lEh)

+18 st 0 sith)1

sa6n+1 o xim b,

1h+1 h+1
h+1

Thus it ows that

APh+1 = h 1
h+14.(h+l)am. dP(s0,



7=CY. ,b )=70.(6,,E. E )11tbo n o n

fdx1

Proof: The corollary of Theorem 3.2 applies, and so

= dP(,7.47) o(maximurn 1k Xkli

becomes, in view of (17).
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....a ) (b.c......6

i=o

Theorem 3.2. Consider two polynomials P

St 0 with vectors and y related by

(20) AP = dP(7,7-7) otmaxirnum Iyk-xk )

Corollary: It is worth noting that when P(y )

= o, then AP = P(x) P(x) = o, and that in this case
IdPI = o(maximum lyrxkl) is in agreement with Theorem

3.1

The following notation will be employed in

result which constitutes a solution to Problem (
Definition 3.4. The riinitiv9 Po vnpmial will be

written as follows:

Then a bound on change ô dx in the zero

PC o resulting from changes Ei dai in the cosi

ficients a1 is given by the inequality



Now since

L
imo

,da p(x) maximum Ida

it follows that
MaXiM (y

(22) Idx1 < P (x

Hence, whenever [maximum lyk-xkl)2 is sm-frr compared to

maximum Iyk-xkj, the theorem follows.

More precision could be obtained by keeping second order
terms; that is, a &51-11111 could be given in which it is re-

quired only that [maximum lyk-xkl) be small compared to

maximum (IY k I

It has been stated previously (page 6) that the solu-
tion of Problem (ii) is formally like that of Problem (I).
Accordingly, it is natural that the development of its
solution will parallel the derivation just completed.
is emphasized that Problem (ii) concerns the system

of one equation, degree n, in a one component unknown.
1The symbol S is to be understood to apply throughoutn 1

Theorems 3.4 to 3.7.

An important observation is that there is no loss in
generality in the assumption, which will be made throughout',

o m Pxdx da o ximum lYk*xkl]

41



that the near operators L are symmetric
%

Theorem The polynomial operator

P(s;L a) + a

and its derivatives are unaltered if non-symmetric
coefficients Li are replaced with their means (which

same element $
IC .

Consequently, if Li represents any of he p r uta-
Ii

tions Li and if denotes the mean Li hen

2Ps s+L s2

* ,follows that P(s pis )34) (S; Li, a)
P(sai a)

The equivalence for the first derivatives will be es-
tablished by induction. The result is evident for the
linear case; for the quadratic case

21's

and

42

are symmetric

Proof: It has been noted previously (page 26) that
when the elements are all equal the i+linear

permutation operators L i'm'sj-1 1
i all

map a given power s of the common element s into the



with respect to s, nP* = np

n+1

for a polynomial

n+1 s
a=r7n 1 n+1

n * .n 1 nNow the expressions L s and r s
n4.1 n4.1" n

are equal by the first part of the theorem, and the first
derivatives of the polynomials nP P and are

equal by hypothesis; consequently, the desired result is
established. It is clear that the same argument will
hold for higher derivatives, and thus that it is valid
to consider all polynomial operators on element seS as

symmetric.

As the definitions of the Frechet derivative and dif
ferential are anal gous to those of classical analysis,
theorems and definitions similar to those obtained for

and

43

2Ps L s 1

These are all equal i ce= 2r2L2 2

Suppose now that for the first Frechet derivative

of degree Then the corresponding polynomials nflP

of degree n+1 are related to those of degree n by

the equations



Problem (i) are to be expected.
Definition 3.5. Banach space X will be defined as

the product space
X = S xS .xSixSxS,n n

where Banach space S contains known elements a and b,

and unknown elements S and t space S of inear

operators contains and M

Definition 3.6. The norm in product space X

be written 11X11 and may be defined in several ways thus

(i) lixil 21 +

Definition
Defin

y in X

441' b)

Definition 3.8. The polynomial operator equations

P() = 0 and P(y) = o constitute mappings respectively

of and y in X to the o of SS PN(x) is a linear

11 be employed throughout the segue

on 3.7. The n+2 dimensional vectors x and

I be defined by
and

44

operation on X to S.

Theorem 35When P(x then

11)(11 f21 1s11 ii I)
or

maximum[l III



1 l'131( x)(3;-)7 1 0( )

Proof: The key to this and all other results involv-

ing the Frechet differential is the observation that

Definition 2.27 holds for any vector on anystitab
WO Wit

constructed space X. Thus on identification of y-x

with Ax, and with x, Definition 2.27 becomes

11 P(y) P(;) - Ptx)(7;) 11 < 11 7-7 11. (11 Y-x 11) .

Under the hypotheses of this theorem, it follows that

(23) 11 P )6740 11 mg 0 ( 113,--7 11 )

A sharper result may be obtained by noting the

validity [14,p.10] of a generalization of the Taylor

theorem. Taylor Theorem; Let P(x) be n+1 Frechet

differentiable in a neighborhood N ( ). If then

114)(11 < b it follows that

IIP(x+Ax
k=1

k akil
p (x) ft

maximum I +1( )1 (IIn+1)
X=x+pAx,o9<1

On the basis of this theorem, it now follows that

1110(x+Ax)...P(x) -Pi )AxII i maximum IIP"(X)I II x112
A=x+PAx,o<p<1

Hence, when P(y) = P(x) 0,

(24) 11-4"(x)Ax11(i maximum 111"(X)11'11Ax112osl
As the rules (pages 30 -33)for formal manipulations

with polynomial operators are the same as those used in

1

45



P(s) 11 111 II IIi 1
The solution to Problem

P(7) involves II(())
for polynomial operator

Accordingly the condi-
tions (p.24) which guarantee the existence of this in-

verse must be noted. It is now possible to state the
result which constitutes the solution of Problem (ii)

46

proving Theorem 3.2 for complex polynomials, it follows
that the proof of 3.2 obtains verbatim to establish the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.6. Let the respective images in S of op-
erators Pi(x) and AP(x) on X be dP(ii )(7-7)
and AP(x,y-x) st AP(-i)(Fi). Then

IIAP(7 7-x) - dP(x.y-x)11 = II)
As the maximum component norm will be used in the

sequel, it is worth noting that the result for this norm
may be stated as

(25) HAN.; 37.4Z dP(7,7-')IIaxithum( Yk"k
Corollary: When P(y)=P(x) o 6 S then APo E S

and IldPII = 0 maximumtlyk-xkl], where

limit 117-711=oeS
Yk-"ck

Definition 3.9. The primitive polynomial opera o
p(s) on X to S will be written



Theorem 7. Consider two polynomial operators
P(7) and P() on X to S with vectors and y

related by y - (6' 6n' 61'6)

where, as before,
y (t,Mn 03), and

Tc. = (s,Ln

Then a bound on change 6 ds in the zero s resulting
from changes Ei dL and 6 da in the coefficients
is given by

Ildsil< II(( I .t axi um(1 IdLjIl,

Proof: The rules (pages 32-3 for formal differen-

tiation of polynomials give

d () = P ( )ds

Thus,

( )ds = dP(;) (da
=1

implies

ds = 3 Latx (da (cidLi))

Accordingly

s)

47



(29) jJdsI (

Cor

(32)

1dP(x)-(da

+ j da (x)4111]
i=

From Definition 3.9 it follows that

'Ida x)dL 11 < [p(s)] aximum(1 dL 11,

tidal
Consequently,

lid 11 (lIcIP(x)11 Igs)]*

[maximum (11d 11p1idall)))

48

The solution to Problem (iii) now follows as an appli-
cation of Theorem 3.7. The observation essential to this
application is that a system of operators on a pro-
duct space X of one component elements is equivalent to a

1system n of k =t. component elements on a suitably
constructed product space

The product space X of single component elements

given in Definition 3.5 corresponds to the space Y re-
quired in Problem (iii)

Definition 3.10. Banach space Y will be defined as
the product space

ary: It follows at once that when 1 -0
Ilds11 < 11[Ps())I I.[p(s)] [max( I IdL1l. Udall)]



ic
Here E1, contains k component elements a and

and denotes the space of i linear operators Li on

component elements.

The Theorems 3.4 through 3.7 are independent of the
number of components; accordingly, they apply verbatim to
space Y. Thus the solution of Problem (iii) requires
only a restatement of Theorem 3.7, once it is established
that S on k component elements is equivalent ton 1

nSt on single component elements.

Theorem J. The system t.k of k polynomialopera-
tors of degree n on t=k single component unknowns may

be represented by the system , of one operator ofn
1

degree n in one k component unknown. The system -t=k

may thus be written P(7) wh

(33) P: Y E

Proof: The i 1 near operators on a finite dimen-
sional space may be represented as shown previously
(pages 28-29). It has been established further that an
i-linear operator on (i..1) elements is linear and that
linear operators may be represented as matrices; more-
over, these will be kxk matrices. Theorem 3.8 is thus

equivalent essentially, to the product of a matrix and

49



a vector,

/allS Salk

( 34)

0

\aki * akki
which clearly constitutes a system of k equations in k

unknowns when t = k. The theorem obtains also when 4, k

provided that all matrices are conformable.
The solution of Problem (iii) may now be stated in the

following form.

Theorem142. Consider two systems nkSt of polynomial

operator equations represented by operators P() and

P(7) on Y to Ek. Let vectors and y be related

by 6, e ....6
where,

(y

x(= Y

a (a-.1"5511Paid

.11. ,b)

nip..Tik) '.431(

a .4.ak2 2 kk

and

50

= (x, .a and elements a b,x,

and y of Y are k component vectors; thus



and

inequality (Theorem 3.7)

II dx II II(Px( I IldP IkEp(

- becomes an inequality between the norms of two column

vectors. Thus, denoting the vector at the right as
dz = (dn. the identification of correspond in

components implies

dxil <maximum

when the maximum absolute value norm has been used.

Proof: The theorem is an immediate application of

Theorem 3.7, in view of Theorem 3.8 and the rules for
n-linear operators and the maximum absolute value norm.

That is

Ild I dzIl

Ildx11 = maximum Idx

IldzI1 = maximum Idv I

imply

Idx 1maximum Idx 1 < maximum jdv4 I.

This theorem is applied in the next chapter.
The bounds of Theorems 3.3 and 3.7 depend essentially

on the assumption that the ini*ment 4P07,y-ic) and the

51

When the vecto are written out co ponentwise, the



where

R(X

Proof: Theorem 3.10 follows directly from the generalized

Taylor Theorem of page 46, because, according to Definition

2.28, the terms P ( Ax) of the Taylor expansion are

precisely the differentials dkP(x) of order k.

Corollary: Let x be a vector in En with complex compo-

nents, and let have continuous partial derivatives
of order n+1 each point of an open set S in E

AP(x,y-x)
k=1

maximum
xx,x+px,og

lipn+1(
1.
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differential dP(i,-i-i) are approximately equal These

bounds may be improved by using differentials of higher

order. The following theorems establish a bound for the

error introduced in approximating the increment by the

first differential.

Theorem 3.10, Le P(x) be n+1 rechet differentiable
in a neighborhood N (x). If then tiAxit < b, a Taylor

expansion for the increment in terms of first through nth

order differentials is

If x is in S. 7 is in S, and x y, then [1, p.124]
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there exists a point X on the line segment from x to

..); such that

yP() N7)
k=1

As an application of Theorem 3.10, it is possible to
express the increment Ax in the solution vector x in

terms of a series of differentials d x of the solution
vector. The result may be stated as follows.

Theorem 3.11. Let be a solution vector of polynomial
operator equation P() 0. Then under the hypotheses of

Theorem 3.10,

k=

where ROO

Corollarv: Under the hypotheses of the Corollary of

Theorem 3.10, if x is a solution vector in En of poly-

nomial equation P( 0, it follows that

dkx ,1 nl
-FT n+1)!

k=1

where X = x + PAx. 09<

dkP6i,-V-70 1 n+
k! (n+

maximum I'd" (
X=x+pAx

yr?'7h

)11(11Axli
n



According to the reasoning of Theorems 3.10 and 3.11,

is possible to give two approaches to the problem of
timating the error inherent in Theorems 3.3 and 3.7.

Theorem 3.12. The error inherent in Theorem 3.7 due to re
taming only first order differentials is RR), where

R( X) nr maximum Ild2P(X)11(11Ax112).
Xx=x+pAx,osp<

Proof: This theorem is a direct application of heorem

3.10.

Corollary: The error inherent in Theorem 3.3 is R(X),

where

R( X)

R(x) yr maximum
X=x413Ax,0<

aximum2Id
x=x+px,05S<

R nT maximum(X)°"' X=x+pAx,Og

An alternative approach follows from Theorem 3.11.

Theorem 3.13 The error inherent in approximating Ax

by retaining only the first order differentials in Theorem
3.11 is R(k), where

Proof: This result follows as a dIrect application
Theorem 3.11 An analogous result follows from the
Corollary of Theorem 3.11;

)11(11Axl 12

IAx
2
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According to the reasoning of Theorems 3.10 and 3.11,

it is possible to approximate the increments AP or Ax

respectively with

k=1

2
IlAx - (di t 51.4

where

maximum Ild ()
X=x+pAx 0j3<1

Corollary:

nomial P(i) then

- dx d7T l < maximum
X=x+ Ax,09<

According to the method of Theore

Prom the convergence of the

Taylor series of Theorems 3.10 or 3.11, it follows that
the error R(X) due to neglecting differentials of order
k+1 and higher cannot increase as k increases.

For example, if first and second order differentials
are retained in Theorem 3.11, the following theorem ob-
tains.

Theorem 3.14. Let be a polynomial operator; let

R(X) be as in Theorem 0; let x and y be as in Defi
nitio 3.7; and let p(s) be as in Definition 3.9. Then

Ft(X)

is a solution vector in poly

3.10, it is possible
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to reduce R(X) by setting ' and solve for
Ildx1I from

the Corollary of Theorem 3.10, and the result is an im-
provement on Theorem 3.3.

The following application of Theorem 3.14 to a

quadratic polynomial with real coefficients is given as
an illustration.

Let

P(x;a210a a0 2x2+a x + a = 0;0

then

and

r-dk tx,v-x

k 1

(35) IdxI

2d P = 2

+ (2a2x +

dP = (2ax + a1)dx d

2 x +

+ 2(2da2x )dx;

Analogous statements apply to

x.

120 x + a2 1

2dx 2x + 2d x + da 2x + 4da2dx2

Bounds on Idx1 and Id2x1 are

+1).maximum (Ida I

2 da x + da



(37)R(X)

21 1+a2 Idx
2x

Here A x is the estimate dx + on the change in

the solution x

R(X) is not in general, the bound on
2x,

7-1, because the differentials are replaced

respectively by numbers larger than Idx1 and Id2x1 in

estimating lAxl by the method of this illustration. The

bound on R(X) estimates only the error introduced in
neglecting third and higher order differentials.

It is clear that various results of this kind may be
obtained depending on the number of terms retained in the

Taylor series. The preceding result is applied in
Example 4.3.
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and the bound for the or R(X) in neglecting third
and higher order differentials is



Example 4.1 The first application is the solution
of Problem (iii) for a system ".S2 of two quadratic

operator equations in two unknowns. It is interesting to
derive (32) explicitly for a quadratic operator P(x

Thus, let

CHAPTER 1V

APPLICATIONS

(39) AP(x) pa + a)

58

It is worthwhile to note that not only is L2 an operator

in X, on elements s but so also is ss 2 an

operator in X on L2. given 1.2 in fol-

lows that ssL is a definite2 point i

Thus the problem is to seek operator ds c from

the differential dP(x) S. The calculation of the
Frechet derivative P'() follows essentially the "4 step
rule" of freshman calculus. That is

(38) P(x) +

with and o e S 1 and wh

Es s] IseS and

[ (sift]] IsES
Then P is an operator on xSxS and P: X -+



becomes

(40) (L2+ s+As +As)+ L1 a a -L2 ss- s a

ABss+ALs Aa L2 As+L2Ass+LAs As)

The statement that such terms as(L2)(As)(s) and

(AL )(As) are o(As)2 is justified by taking

lx ii maximum (11

Thus, assuming that L is symmetric,2

(41) P'(x)
IA 11'0

where ss CSs2' 1

AL'
AL2

1 IAs

L2s

s+L and I

The differential operator in S is then found by

operating on element d e S with the linear operator

ss IlAs11 ss

$ +1. As
I'611 HAW

ds,

As
As11
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P1(x) of (41).
Thus

(42) dP(x) = P'(x
(43)

whence

= dL ss + dL2 da + 2L2

(44) ds = (2L2 1 dP(x) d

The primitive polynom p( s) becomes



(46)

Now let the system

A e +n 4-

t
1

A2 ,

B2 VI +

be written as follows

60

I 1 s I 1 so that 1) specializes
in this case

(45) IWO( 2 11.(11d I I

axim d1-211. lid

When IldPII 0, the corresponding specialization of
(32) is apparent.

To represent (46) in the for introduce

$ c E2, c = (act bco e E and suitable

linear and symmetric bilinear operators L1 and2

2 12E2 where '2 and
2

denote espectively

the spaces of linear and bilinear operators on two dimen-
sional vectors.

The system thus takes the form

(47) P(L21 L1,s, c)

where
2 a2

The bilinear operator may be written in the form

(pages 27-28)



(48)

(49)

The solution (4 becomes

( dA +ciA

dB +dB +d

2

85

Explicitly, then, 4.4) may be written ether in the
form (38) or equivalently as

(A4

4

A

B

+dA

t+dB

t

db)d
(n. )

dv2

where, for simplicity, it has been assumed that dP = o .
Clearly (51) is a statement of equality of two com-

ponent vectors; thus dC and dii are found by equating

61
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components. The more convenient solution (45) is obtained

through the primitive polynomial concept; however, the

result gives a bound on lid II maximum ((dv I Idv21)

and does not separate the changes in and r as does

(51

That is, according to Theorem 3.9.

Idsli < Ildzil
and

maximum (Idl, Idg
maximum (ldv1J, ldv I)

imply

Id4 a (Idv

and

maximum (Id

[..
CIV2

where, for convenience, the matrix product in (51) has
been written as the column matrix

dn.

Example 4.2. An integral equation, which affords an
example of a polynomial operator equation, has been ob-

tained by Ambarzumian and Chandrasekhar in the study of

radiative transfer 13 pp. 97, 105-126]. This equation
may be written



(54) Bxy =

(55)

but B xx = Bxx

Bxy=

The operator (54) is not symmetric, for
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where no is a parameter called the albedo, and a real

solution x( s), 0 a< 1, is sought for all values of

no betweem o and 1 inclusive. The restriction

U = 1 is known as th "limiting conservative isotropic

case" [3, p. 107].
For this example the Banach space is C[0,1], the

space of all real functions continuous on L0,1] with
11)(11 = maximum lx(s)I. Then the quadratic polynomial

o<s<1

operator (52) may be put in the form

(53) P(x) Ix - Bxx - 1

where I is the identity linear operator, 1 is the con-
stant function on [0,1), and bilinear operator B is d
fined by



Moreover,

(56)

11 1 maximum s
o<s<1

From the properties of the symbolic function

[7. P. 135] it follows that

1
11111 maxim j b(s,

o<s<1

Differentiation of 54) implies

(59)

and so

implies t a

dB

11dB < maximum
o< E <s<

<maximum
<s<1

that or s e L E

) d

T74" ] tn
IY*1

dt, and

AsE<sl < 1 implies

lid 1



(60)IldB 1 n E

fOr 0 < e < b < .

Consequently, limit IId II m , and 1
s o

From (58) it would follow that

Ild II <maximumfo (s.
o<s<1

However, no definition of integration is possible which

will give a mean

limit II
s -+1

ttn2 so that IIdBII varies inversely as

s,t)dt t12 p. 61]. Never-

theless, seems clear that the changes dB dl, and

dl in the coefficient operators are induced by the
changes in s as s varies between o and 1. Clearly

1 is a constant function of s and thus does not vary

with s; moreover, HIH is constant and independent

of s [17. P. 135]
Accordingly, it is reasonableto assume that maximum

IldIll. Ild111) = IldB11 furthermore, it will
be assumed that IldPII = 0.

It is clear from (57) that limit 11811 -+ 0 and
s o

)dt

2 which is the maximum value

dBII
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sequently, I 2Bx)

11/311.11x11
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when 0 < s < 1; thus 11811 varies directly with
maximum a. Moreover, since 11x11 = maximum )1

o<s<1

is clear from Table 1 that limit 11x11 = 1, the
s o

11x11 and that limit I lxii is the maximum

possible value1,251. That the so u ont x(s) are indeed

monotone, increasing for 0 < < 1 has been established
theoretically 114, p. 42]

It follows from (32) that

(61) Ildxil ii(I-2Bx) I'Lp(x) maximum (I IdBi 1

Ild111)

Here p(x) 1 11x that also p(x)

varies directly with maximum

The result required to estimate 11(I-2Bx) II has

been given (page 25); it follows that

hence as the maximum of

varies as k, hence as

Assuming now that 0 E < $ pos b e

where 0 < k <1
It is clear that the fraction has its minimum value

when k = o and increases without limit as k . Con-

va u ot



for the changes in II(I-ax)
pendent of E, and the change
of 6
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to reach some conclusions regarding the behavior of

Ildx11 under changes in LE 6], a closed neighborhood

of s.

Thus if is fixed and then Ild II

unaffected while p(x) and 11(I both decrease

so that Ildx11 must decrease.

On the other hand, if b remains fixed and G 6,

then p(x) and I B11 both remain unaltered so that
11(I-2Bx) II and p(x) are unchanged. In this case
IldB11 decreases so that again 11dx11 decreases.

When both e and 6 vary, the resulting change in
IldxII must be determined under the particular circum-
stances since limit 11dBII . However, when

E -.5 <6 and when 6-4's E so that 6]

shrinks about s, it is clear that Ildx I must decrease,

1 and p(x) are inde-

IldBII is independent

A numerical example is now appropriate To obtain

numerical results from (62) it is necessary to know a
solution x corresponding to given values of the para-
meter s and of the albedo The required data are

to be found in Table 1, a compilation of solutions of
(52) which have been obtained on the Alwac computer



at Oregon State University 4, p. 36].

Tab

Solutions for no

X(S)
0.0 1.000
0.1 1.073
0.2 1.114
0.3 1.144
0.4 1.168
0.5 1.188
0.6 1.204
0.7 1.218
0.8 1.231
0.9 1.242
1.0 1.251

For concreteness, suppose 110 = J and

accordingly from Table 1 that 1.188. It is n ces-
sary to evaluate (57), and (60) to verify the restrictions
on (61), and then to evaluate (61) and finally to find
a bound for the primitive polynomial p(x).

Furthermore, it is necessary to specify the interval
over which s is assumed to range. For this example it
is assumed that . Consequently the evaluations

give

(63) 11 maximum
lts<1

Hal < ximum
E< s<1

2;
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Accord

21

(67) 11(1-28X)

11X(s)1 maxim X(s)1 1.251
E<s<1

Y,

now follows from (62) that

2)(1.251) = 0.434

To find 1 dx11 from 61) it remains only to find from
definition 3.9 a bound for the primitive polynomial

)=1 1 11 1x211 + 1111

From (65) aand (68) it follows at once that
p(x) < 3.813;

consequently, it follows from (61) 63), (67) and (69)

that

Ildx11 (1.767)( 0 ) 3.81 = 0.727.

The conclusion to be drawn is that if one has found
solution x(s) = 1.187 for s = no 0 then the changes

in this solution, due to changes dB, dl, and dl in-

duced by the variation in the coefficient operators as
< E < $ are bounded by 0.727. It may be demon-

strated by further computation that as the range of
variation on s decreases so does the magnitude of the

1.767
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64) 11d = 0.108.

The restriction 211B11 11x1 < 1 may now be verified

since according to Table 1



bound IId

Table 2 is a numerical demonstration of the preced-
ing statement. In these computations it has been assumed

that the solution x010 1.188 is known and that 110

Table 2 then shows how IldB11, p(s) (I-28x) II and

Ildx(s)11 vary as s varies. Intervals with s at
each endpoint and intervals centered on s are considered.

The entries in each column are understood to be bounds.

Table 2

Differential changes for x(i) 88;

(71) z2 - 5z +

E<s<t) 11(11311 p(x) (1-28)
1.485
1,485
1.485
1.485
1.550
1.610
1.664
1.720
1.767
1.720
1.664
1.610
1.550

Ildx(s)I1
1.990
1.278

.930

.716

.591

.642

.675

.704

.727
2.421
1.492
1.038

.733

Example 4.3. The thesis closes by giving comparison

of the methods of Theorem 2.1, and Theorem 3.3, with the

method of A. Ostrowski [16, pp. 125-130). Consider the

simple example

.1-.5 .372 3.600

.2-.5 .239 3.600

.3-.5 .174 3.600

.4-.5 .134 3.600

.5-.6 .108 3.524

.5-.7 .108 3.700

.5-.8 .108 3.750

.5-.9 .108 3.790

.5-1 .108 3.813

.1-.9 .372 3.790

.2-.8 .239 3.750

.3-.7 .124 3.700

.4-.6 .134 3.524
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whose zeros are 2 and 3, and suppose for simplicity

that the coefficient 1 of z2 will remain fixed.
The method of Theorem 2.1 is to choose a p, which

cannot exceed one half of the minimum distance between

the zeros, and on the basis of this compute an E so

that when E bounds the magnitudes of the changes in the
coefficients, p will bound the magnitudes of the changes
in the zeros.

Thus (pages 10-12), let zk and choose

12-3rl - 2 Then identify (71) witwith (z) of Theo-

(14). That

IF(z)1lal prk
( z

m

)-Pk) = bk > 0

becomes

IF( I I" -21-1i 4 so that n this case
=

To find ik, which in this case will be iden-

ith g(z) of Theorem 2.1, the polynomial
e0

in the changes of the coefficients -5 and 6 of (7
It then follows from 3).

rem 2.1 and compute



that
121)° 121) = 7/2.

Consequently, from 5

The same methods are applied at Z, which is

equal to 3, to find Thus at

2-31-1i)

so that Moreover,

4/211
31)0 9/2

so that

2

The conclusion, then, is that when it is known that
the changes Ei in the coefficients of (71) have magni-

tude less than 1118 then it is certain that the corres-
ponding changes in the zeros of (71) have magnitudes
smaller than 36. That is,
(72) 5 < minimum (

1/4.
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The method of A Ost o ski cor ders the two poly -

nom als

F(z) roots

roots yv

1' 62 8 implies p



where v 0 0,

Ostrowski shows that he roots xv and yv may

vary by a maximum of

maximum y 1 < 2no

where a is related to the maximum changes 8 in the
coefficients by

(77)

(79)

Thus, to facilitate comparison with the estimate
Theorem 2.1, assume that

(78) ximum 18.

n-1
To compute (2r take F so that

v=o

Ther, by (76) since n= 2 in this example,

(80) llb implies a < /11418 .
Then by (75), the maximum of the changes in the roots

2 - 5z+6 = o, corresponding to a coefficient change of

V=0

= maximum (
v>o

and

2r) = 1 10 = 11

7



gnitude 8 or less,

1) maximum I v yvl < 4/11/la 3.15.

Clearly Theorem 2,1, in this example, gives a more useful

result than the method of Ostrowski; however, it has

been necessary to know the solutions of (71) in Theorem

3,3. Thus

Idz1 < J(2z-)
magnitude of changes in coefficients).

To continue the comparison of this example let the

maximum of changes in the coefficients have magnitude 1/18.

Then at z 2,

Idz1 1("4) 1'1 4 + 2 + 1 7/18

while at

IdzI 1( ) 9 + I le) = 1

According to Theorem 3.13, estimates (83) and (84)

are subject to error because second and higher order dif-

ferentials have not been retained in approximating lAzI

by Idx1 By (36), a bound for the error induced in (83)

by retaining only first order differentials is given by

(as) ROO
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( 6) R)

(88) I

any, a bound for is given by

When IAzJ is approximated by(IdzL

Then at z

Id

2
+ 2(2

10.."

2'3 - 51

the approximation

while

2z(90) lAz1

According to 37) R(

1)1

89)

130

75

then R(X) decreases. Thus, by (36)



(91) R().)

R(X) for 90)

71+3[2 24-A7 +11. 1

2[2(2 + +

130i ii
ITO

2[2(3 + + filt)+1

A final comparison of results thus show that for this
example each of the three methods considered has an ad-
vantage. The method of Theorem 2.1 gives the smallest

bound 3$ on the change in magnitudes of the zeros; the
ethod of Theorem 3.3 is the easiest to compute and gives

nearly as good a result; the method of A. Ostrowski
requires neither finding nor estimating the zeros of (71).
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